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On this site, you can find the complete menu of The Fish Inn from Forster. Currently, there are 15 menus and
drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about The Fish Inn:
I tell them I had my doubts after reading some of the reviews. but my experience today was nothing but

extraordinary. the two ladies behind the theke were nothing but helpful and very nice to speak. I had to wait for
my order, but they told me the waiting time when I ordered. we had a piece of fish and small chips. I couldn't

harm the food. the fish was perfectly cooked and the chips were very nice and fresh. as a ne... read more. What
User doesn't like about The Fish Inn:

Positives: Good price for chips. Quick service. The burgers taste okay... Negatives: The fish chips are extremely
oily even for fish chips. Sometimes if your unlucky the chips are slightly undercooked The Calamari Scallops are
always undercooked. some fish cocktails are small enough that they should be call fish bites that are mostly just
made out of batter read more. The The Fish Inn from Forster offers various tasty seafood menus, Naturally, you
should also taste the delicious burgers, accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges provided. Courses

are usually prepared in a short time for you and brought to the table, Additionally, they provide you typical
Australian menus with ingredients like bush tomatoes and finger limes.
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Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER

Main�
FILLET

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Starter�
TARTARE

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Burger�
CHICKEN BURGER

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

CRAB

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH AND CHIPS

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

BURGER
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